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TOPOLOGICALTYPES
OF FINITELY- C°- ^-DETERMINED MAP-GERMS
TAKASHI NISHIMURA
Abstract.
In this article, we investigate the following two problems
Problem 1. Is finite- C°- K-determinacy a topological invariant among analytic
map-germsl
Problem 2. Do the topological types of all finitely- C°- K-determined map-germs
have topological moduli, i.e. do they have infinitely many topological types with
the cardinal number of continuum'!
Problem 1 is solved affirmatively in the complex case. Problem 2 is solved
negatively in the complex case; and affirmatively in the real case.

Let K = R or C. Two map-germs / and g: (K" , 0) -+ (Kp , 0) are topologically equivalent or C°- A-equivalent if there exist germs of homeomorphisms

A,: (K\ 0) ^ (K\ 0) and h2: (Kp, 0) -►(Kp, 0) suchthat g = h2ofohx.

A

map-germ / is finitely- C - A-determined or C - A-finite if there is an integer
k such that any germ g with j (g) = j (/) is C - /4-equivalent of /. This
is the topological version of Mather's ^-equivalence and y4-determinacy. We
can also define C -K, C -R, C -L and C -C equivalences and their determinacies in a similar way replacing diffeomorphisms in the C°° version by
homeomorphisms.
We will give a precise definition of C - ^-equivalence at the end of the Introduction.
Let JK(n , p) denote the set of all polynomial map-germs: (K" , 0) —►
(Kp , 0)
with degree < k and let JK(n ,p)c0.K denote the set of all finitely-C -Kk
k
0
determined elements of JK(n , p). Let JK(n , p)co.K/C -A denote the set of
k
topological equivalence classes of elements of JK(n , p)co.K ■ Then our main
results are
Theorem 1. Let f, g: (Cn , 0) —►
(Cp , 0) be holomorphic map-germs satisfying

the following.
( 1) the map-germ f is C - K-finite,
(2) the map-germs f and g are C - A-equivalent.

Then g is also C - K-finite.
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Theorem 2. The set Jc(n , p)c0_K/C -A is a finite set for any positive integers

n, p ,k .
Theorem 3. (1) The set JR(n ,p)CQ_K/C0-A is a finite set for p = 1,2, any
positive integers n ,k.
, j.
(2) The set JR(n ,p)c„_K/C°-A
is an infinite set if n > 4, p > 4, k > 12.
In fact they have topological moduli.
When we compare our Theorem 2 and Theorem 3(2) with the results in [3, 2
and 10], it is interesting that there is a difference of cardinal numbers between
the real case and the complex case. Our Theorems 1 and 2, combined with
the fact that C - A^finiteness is a generic property, tell us that finitely- C°- Kdetermined holomorphic map-germs are fascinating objects to study from the
toplogical viewpoint.
Theorem 1 is deduced from Theorem 4 following.

Theorem 4. Let f, g: (C" , 0) —►
(Cp , 0) be holomorphic map-germs satisfying

the following.
( 1) the map-germ f is nonsingular,
(2) the map-germs f and g are C - A-equivalent.
Then g is also nonsingular.
Definition 1. Two map-germs / and g: (K",0) —►
(Kp,0) are C -K-equivalent if there exist germs of homeomorphisms
h: (KB , 0)-» (Kn . 0)

and

/Y:(K"xKf,0)^(K"xKp,0)

such that the following diagram commutes:

(K" , 0) -►

(K\0)
where (i,f)(\)

(K"xKp,0)

n

('•/)

(K" xKp,K" x{0})

., n

(Kn x Kp , K" x {0})

-ii^f

= (x,f(x))

I»

Ù

(Kn x K" , 0)

-►

*'

,

-2—

(K" , 0)

I'
(K",0)

and 7t,(x,y) = x.

In §§3 and 6, we recall quickly some concepts and results; Milnor fibration
and geometric characterizations (§3) and Thorn's example having topological
moduli (§6), which are used in our proof of Theorem 1 and 3(2). Theorem 1
and Theorem 4 are proved in §4, Theorem 2 and Theorem 3(1) are proved in
§5 and Theorem 3(2) is proved in §7.
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The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to the referee who
was kind enough to give a clearer proof of Theorem 1 and to make valuable
suggestions. He also wishes to thank T. Fukuda for his kind advice.

2. Remarks/Related

topics

(A) The following simple example shows that the real version of Theorem 1

does not hold.

Example 1. f(x ,y) = xy , g(x , y) = x'y .
Function / is finitely C - ^-determined but g is not, although / and g
are topologically equivalent as real functions.
(B) Let G be any of A, K, R, L and C. Then the following questions
are more natural to be asked than our Problems 1 and 2.
Problem 3. Is finite- C - G-determinacy a C - (/-invariant among analytic mapgerms?

Problem 4. Is JK(n , p)c0_G/C - G a finite set for any positive integers n , p ,kl
We easily have the following answers to these problems.

Problem (3)

G= A

K

C

R

(3-1) (3-2) (3-3) (3-5)
K= R

No

No

No

No

(3-6)
Yes

Answer

(3-4)
K= C
Problem (4)

K= R

Yes

G= A
(4-1)
finite

K

R

(4-5)
(4-3) (4-4) finite (4-6)
finite finite

Answer

C

finite

(4-2)

K= C

finite

(3-1) Example 1.
(3-2) Example 1.
(3-3) Example 1.
(3-4) This is a corollary of Theorem 1 (see the end of §4).
(3-5) Consider the following two map-germs; f,g:(R
,0) -* (R ,0),
f(x , y) = (x3 ,y\x2

+ y2), g(x ,y) = (x2,y,

x3).

(3-6) Recall the geometric characterization of C - C-finiteness of analytic
map-germs (Proposition 2(c) in §3).
(4-1) This is a Thorn's result [12].
(4-2) This is a corollary of Theorem 2.
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(4-3) Recall the geometric characterization of C°-AT-finitenes (Proposition
2(b) in §3) and use the local version of Thorn's second isotopy lemma for the
sequence
Imaged) -^K"x
J¡.(n , p)c0_K -^ /£(« , p)CQ_K,
where F: K" x JK(n , p)co_K —*K" x Kp x JK(n , p)co.K is the mapping defined
by F(x ,f) = (x, f(x), f) and nx , it2 are canonical projections.

(4-4) Recall the geometric characterization of C - .R-finiteness (Proposition
2(a) in §3). Then we see that (4-4) is essentially due to King [6 or 7].
(4-5) Recall the geometric characterization of C - L-finiteness (Proposition
2(b) in §3) and use the local version of Thorn's first isotopy lemma for the

stratified mapping
Image(G) -^ R" x JR(n , p)c0.L ,

where G: R" x 7R(« , p)CQ_L—►
Rp x JR(n , p)co_L is the mapping defined by

G(x , f) = (f(x), f) and n is the mapping denned by n(f(x), f) = (x , f).
(4-6) Recall the geometric characterization of C - C-finiteness (Proposition
2(c) in §3) and use the local version of Thorn's second isotopy lemma for the
sequence
Image(F) -^-> K" x JK(n , p)c0.c -^ JK(n , p)co.c ,
where F, nx and 7t2 are the same as those of (4-3).
(C) In [11] where his second isotopy lemma and his condition a, were announced for the first time, Thorn gave an example of a family of polynomial
mappings of R3 into R3 which contains continuously many topological types.
Fukuda [3] and Aoki [2] showed that every family of polynomial functions of
2
2
2
2
several variables or of polynomial map-germs of R into R (or C into C )
has only finitely many topological types. Nakai gave examples of families of
polynomial map-germs of R" into Rp (or C" into Cp ) of degree k with
n, p, k > 3 or n > 3, p > 2, k > 4 which contain continuously many
topological types.
The examples of Thorn and Nakai motivate us to consider what will happen
if we restrict objects of study within better map-germs, for example finitely- C .iT-determined ones? Thus our Problems 1 and 2 arise.
(D) In the complex case, Wall proved that C - c7-finiteness implied C7-nnite-

ness (except possibly if G = L, p >2n - I and G = A ) [14, p. 532]. But the
notion of C°- C7-finitenessis topologically better than the one of G-finiteness
in the real case and since we are interested to see whether or not variously
topological phenomena in the real case contrast with the ones in the complex
case, we adopt the notion of C°- G-finiteness as one of our restricted objects.
3. MlLNOR FIBRATION AND GEOMETRIC CHARACTERIZATION

(A) Let /: (C" ,z°) -►(Cp ,f(z0)) be a nonconstant holomorphic functiongerm. There exists a positive number e such that for any positive number r
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(r < e) the space rS2n '(z°) - /
projection mapping

x(f(z0)) is a smooth fibration over Sx, with

<p(z-z0) = f(z-z°)/\\f(z-z0)\\,
where rS2n~x(z°) = {z = (z,, ... , zH) G C" | ||z - z°|| = r2} and S1 is a unit

circle. We call this fibration the Milnor fibration of f at z . Moreover the
fiber of the Milnor fibration (which is called the Milnor fiber) of / at z is
diffeomorphic to a smooth manifold which is the intersection of the open rdisk centered at z° and the level set /" (c) where c (/ /(z )) is sufficiently
close to /(z°) (see [9]).
The following result due to A ' Campo plays an essential role in our proof of
Theorem 1.
Proposition 1 [1]. Let f: (C" ,z°) —►
(C,/(z0)) be a nonconstant holomorphic
function-germ. Then the fiber of Milnor fibration of f atz
has the homology
of a point if and only if z is a regular point of f.

(B) Let /: (K" , 0) -* (Kp , 0) be an analytic map-germ (K = R or C). Then
we have the following proposition, which is called the geometric characterization
(see [14]).
Proposition 2. (a) The map-germ f is C - R-finite if and only if Sing(/)-{0} =
(j) as germs, where Sing(/) = {x€K"| the differential df at x is not surjective}.

(b) The map-germ f is C°- K-finite if and only if Sing(/) n/_1 (0) - {0} = <p
as germs.
(c) The map-germ f is C°- C-finite if and only if f~x(0) = {0} as germs.
(d) In the real case, the map-germ f is C -L-finite if and only if f is an
embedding except at 0 as a germ.
Proposition 2 is very useful, and one of the essential tools in this article. For
details on C - G-finiteness, see Wall's prominent survey [14].

4. Proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 4
Proof of Theorem 4. The author's original proof is needlessly complicated. The
following proof, due to the referee, is much clear and simpler.

By the definition of singular points, the hypothesis ( 1) implies that n > p.
By hypothesis (2), we can put

(*)

v °£°<rHx. y) = y.

where <p:(C",0) — (C",0) and ip: (Cp,0) -♦ (C,0)
omorphisms.

Put h(x,y)

= 4>(x,y/(y)).

By (*),

are germs of home-

y/ o g o h(x,y)

= y/o g o
<f>(x
,<p(y)) = y/(y). Since y/ is a bijective germ, we have g o h (x, y) = y. Since
A is a germ of homeomorphism g is C - R -equivalent to a projection germ.
Now suppose g is singular. Then the differential dg at 0 is not surjective.
Therefore there is a linear function p : Cp -* C such that p o g is singular.
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Since g is C - A-equivalent to a projection germ, p o g is C°- /?-equivalent to
p composed with a projection germ. However, p composed with a projection
germ is of course nonsingular. Hence we have reduced the problem to the case

p=l.
From now on, assume that p = 1 and g(C" , 0) —►
(C, 0) is singular. Pick
one representative g of g. Let eD " stand for the closed disc in C" of radius
e centered at the origin. Let h : (eD2"~2xeD2, 0x0) -» (C" , 0) be a topological
embedding so that g o h(x, y) = y for all (x, y) g eD2" 2 x eD2.
Pick ô > 0 so small that g is nonsingular at all points of SD n - g~ (0)
and ÔD " c Int(h(eD " x eD )), where Int stands for the interior. Pick
e > 0 so small that h(eD2n~2 x eD2) c In\(ÔD2n). Pick ô' > 0 so small
that ô'D2n c Int(Ä(e'D2"-2 x e'Z)2)). Let r: Cn -f R be the function of the
form r(z) = ||z|| . Then by [9] if we pick z0 small enough, then r restricted
to g~ (z0) has no singular points on ÔD " - (ô'/2)D " .
So pick a small enough z0 ^ 0 with ||z0|| < e'. Let W0 = g~ (zQ)nd~'D " , let
Wx = g~X(z0) n h(e'D2"~2 x e'D2) = h(e D2n~2 x zQ), and let W2 = g~X(z0) n

ÔD2n. Then we have that WQ c Wx c IT2 and IT0 and IF2 are Milnor
fibers of g. Let X denote W¡ - Ini(W.) for i > j. Since the function r
restricted to X20 has no singular points, X20 is diffeomorphic to dW0 x [0,1 ].
Therefore WQ is a deformation retract of W2. Hence the inclusion mapping
Wx <->W^ induces surjective homomorphisms of homology. However Wx is a
topological disk. Hence W2 has the homology of a point. So [1] implies that
g is nonsingular and we have our conclusion. Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 1. If n < p, all points x G Cn are singular points of /. If /
is C°-A"-finite /~'(0) = {0} as germs at 0 by Proposition 2(b). Hence by the
hypothesis (2), g~X(0) is also {0} as a germ at 0. Therefore g is C -ÄMinite
by Proposition 2(b).
Hence our interest is essentially in the case n > p.
we can put

(**)

By the hypothesis (2),

g = (h')~X of oh

on a certain neighborhood of the origin in Cn , where / (resp. g ) is a representative of f (resp. g ) and h (resp. h' ) is a homeomorphism between
neighborhoods of the origin in C" (resp. Cp ).
Suppose that g is not C°-Ä"-finite. Then by Proposition 2(b),

Sing(#)nr'(0)-{0}^,
where Sing(£) = {z G C": z is a singular point of g} . By the hypothesis (1)
and (**), for any point z0 e Sing(£) n g~x(0) - {0} , h(z0) is a regular point
of / and f(h(z0)) = 0. Therefore our situation is as follows:
(1) the map-germ f: (Cn ,h(z0)) -> (Cp ,0) is nonsingular,
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(2) two map-germs f: (Cn ,h(z0)) -» (Cp,0) and g: (C",z0) are C -A-equivalent,

(Cp,0)

(3) the map-germ g: (Cn , z0) —»(Cp , 0) ¿s singular.

This contradicts Theorem 4. Therefore the map-germ g must be C -Af-

finité. Q.E.D.
Corollary 1. Let f ,g: (Cn , 0) —►
(Cp , 0) 6e holomorphic map-germs satisfying

the following.

(1) f is C°-R-finite,
(2) f and g are C - R-equivalent.

Then g is also C - R-finite.
Proof of Corollary 1. By Proposition 2(a) and the definition of singular points,
the hypothesis ( 1) implies that n > p. By Theorem 4, we may assume that
the origin of C" is a singular point of f. Then by the same argument as in
the proof of Theorem 1, we have that the origin is an isolated singular point
for any representative of g. Hence by Proposition 2(a), g must be C - in-

finite. Q.E.D.
5. Proofs

of Theorem 2 and Theorem

3(1)

We identify C" with R " . We also identify JK(n , p) not only with the set
of all polynomial mappings of (K" , 0) into (Kp , 0), with degree < k , but also
with an Euclidean space Rep of a suitable dimension epN (e = 1 if K = R
and e = 2 if K = C) as usual.
Under these identifications, the mapping
F : JK(n , p) x Re" —>JK(n , p) x Rep
defined by F(f

, x) = (/ , /(x))

ping, where / G J^(n, p),

can be considered

as a real polynomial

map-

x g Re" and e = 1 if K = R and e = 2 if

K = C.
Lemma 1. The set JK(n , p)co.K is a semialgebraic subset in J^(n , p) = RepN
for any positive integers n , p and k.

Proof of Lemma 1. By Proposition 2(b), for each polynomial mapping / in
JK(n , p), f is contained in JK(n , p)Co.K if and only if there exists a neigh-

borhood F of 0 in K" such that V n Sing(/) n/"'(0)

- {0} = <p,which is

equivalent to the statement that there exists a neighborhood

F of 0 in R£"

such that

({/} x F)nSing(F)nF~'(/£(«

-P) x W) - {/ x °} = <t>-

Clearly A c RxR£" xJK(n , p) xR£" , comprised of all quadruples (t, y, /, x)
with (f,x)GF~x(0)C\Sing(F)-J¡¡í(n,p)x{0}
and \\x - y\\ < t, is semi-

takashi nishimura
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algebraic. Consider the following polynomial projections:

(R x R£" x /*(/t, p)) xf^Rx

R£" x J^(n , p)
—►K

x JK(n , p) —►JK(n , p).

The Tarski-Seidenberg theorem implies

(R£"x 4(n , p) - p2(R x R£"x J^(n , p) - px(A)))n ({0} x /*(« , p))
is semialgebraic. This set is denoted by B.
A minor computation verifies that

JÍ(n , p)co.K= JÍ(n , p) - p3(B),
which is also semialgebraic.

Q.E.D.

Now we consider the following sequence:

/£(« , p) x R£" -£♦ /*(n , p) x Rep -TUJ¡.(n , p),
where n is the canonical projection. Since F and n are polynomial mappings, by Lemma 1 there exists semialgebraic stratifications S(JK(n ,p)x Ren),
S(JK(n, p) x Rep) and S(JK(n,p))
with which F and n are stratified mappings and JK(n , p)x{0} , JK(n , p)x{0} and JK(n , p)co.K are stratified subsets
of JK(n , p) x Re" , JK(n , p) x Rcp and JK(n , p) respectively (see [3]).

Note that Sing(.F) is a stratified subset of the set JK(n , p) x R£n . Then for

each stratum Z of S(J^(n , p)c0.K), the sequence of restricted mappings,

(* * *)

ZxR£"^ZxR£pAz

is also a sequence of stratified maps with the canonically induced semialgebraic stratifications

5(ZxR£"),

S(ZxRep)

S(JK(n, p) x Rep) and S(JK(n,p))

and {Z} from S(4(n

, p)xRen),

respectively, where F and n in (* * *)

stand for F\ZxRc„ and n\ZxRcp respectively.

We use this sequence (* * *) to prove Theorem 2 and Theorem 3(1).
Proof of Theorem 2. We consider the stratified sequence (***). We want to
state that for each stratum Z of S(Jç(n ,p)co.K) there exists a semialgebraic
stratification S'(Z) of Z such that for each stratum W of S'(Z) there exists
a semialgebraic neighborhood Uw of W x {0} in W x R2n and the restricted
mapping

Uw _^ w x R2p
is a Thorn mapping with respect to the canonically induced semialgebraic stratifications S((W x R2n) n Uw) and S(W x R2p).

finitely- c°- ^-determined map-germs
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By Proposition 2(b), any polynomial mapping f G Z has the condition that
Sing(/) n/~ ' (0) - {0} = <f>as germs. It is well known that if Sing(/) n/~ ' (0) {0} = 4> as germs then there exists a neighborhood U of 0 in C" such that

the restriction

f\unSDgif):Unsm(f)^cp
is proper and finite to one (for example see [4, p. 493])). As Sing(F) =
{(/*, Sing(/)) : / G JK(n ,p)}, we can deduce that there exists a semialgebraic stratification S'(Z) of Z such that for any stratum W of S'(Z) there
exists a semialgebraic neighborhood Uw of W x {0} in W xR"
and the
restricted mapping

Uw n Sing(F) -^WxR2p
is proper and finite to one. Also the restricted mapping

Uw-L^Wx

R2p

is a stratified mapping with respect to the canonically induced semialgebraic
stratifications S^WxR^^U^),
S(WxR2p) and UwnSing(F) is a stratified
subset of (WxR2n)r\Uw.
For any point (/,x) G Uw n Sing(ir), as the restricted mapping Uw n
Sing(/r) —►
W x R p is proper and finite to one, laer(d(F\x),j- A = 0. Here X
is the stratum of the stratification S((W x R2n) n Uw) which contains (/, x).
For any pair of nonsingular strata (X , Y) such that X, Y G S(W x R2n) n Uw)
and X D Y, the pair (X, Y) always satisfies condition aF . Here nonsingular
means that for any point (/, x) G Y (f, x) ^ Uw n Sing(F).
These observations show that the restricted mapping
Uw -^

W x R2p

is a Thorn mapping with respect to the canonically induced semialgebraic stratifications S((W x R2n) n Uw) and S(W x R2p). Now Theorem 2 follows from
a local version of Thorn's second isotopy lemma (see [4 or 11]). Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 3(1). In the function case, that is p = 1, for any positive
integers n and k, our theorem is contained in the local case of Fukuda's
theorem [3]. Hence we prove our theorem only in the case p = 2.
Consider the stratified sequence (***). Let X, Y be strata of S(Z xRn)

such that X - X D Z x {0} , Y - Y D Z x {0} and X D Y, where X denotes
the closure of I in ZxR",
Let X, Y be strata of S(Z x R2) such that
F(X) c X and F(Y) c Y. In the case X = Y, the existence theorem of
tubular neighborhoods of strata shows that the pair (X, Y) satisfies condition
aF (see [8]).
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There are three possibilities of dimensions of a pair of strata (X , Y) when
X ^ Y and X d Y as follows, where X denotes the closure of X in ZxR2.

dim*

dim 7

ß + dimZ

1 -fdimZ

ß + dimZ

0 + dimZ^

1 + dimZ

0 + dimZ

(1) The case (dimX, dim 7) = (2 + dimZ, 0 + dimZ) or (1+dimZ
dim Z).

,0 +

In this case, by Proposition 2(b) and
Sing(F) = {(/, Sing(F)) : / G JPR(n , p)} ,
there exists a semialgebraic neighborhood Uz of Z x {0} in ZxR" such that
the pair (Xr\Uz , YnUz) is a nonsingular pair. Hence the pair (XnUz , YnUz)
satisfies condition aF .
(2) The case (dim X, dim Y) = (2 + dim Z , 1 + dim Z).
It is sufficient to consider only the case Y c Sing(F). In this case there
exists a semialgebraic neighborhood Uz of Z x {0} in ZxR."
such that
for each point (f° ,x°) G Yr\Uz,
rankF at (/°,x°) is 1+dimV¿(n,2).
By a suitable analytic coordinate transformation we can assume that F(f, x)
= (f >xx ,g(f,xx , ... ,xn)) in a sufficiently small neighborhood V.p x0) of
(f° ,x°) in Uz, where x = (xx.xn)

and g: V.p x0) —»R is an analytic

function.
We set x = (xl , ... ,x ) under this coordinate

£> = {(/,x)er(/0x0):x,
D' = {(f,x)G

chart. We also set

=x°x ,f = f°},

V{p x0):xx =x°x}

and

D = {(f,yx,y2)GZxR2:(f,yx,y2)GF(V{px0)),yx=x°x}.

We may assume that g~x(g(f°

, x0)) n V(p x0)= Y n D'. In the sufficiently

small neighborhood V.p x0) of (f° ,x°) in Uz , we can assume that the stratum
Y is transversal to the submanifold D . Since the mapping g: V(p x0)-» R is a
function, the existence theorem of a good stratification implies that there exists
a stratification S(Y n D) such that the restricted function

g\{XuY)nD:(XuY)nD^(xuY)nD
is a Thom mapping with respect to the stratifications {Inö,5(FnD)}

{XnD.YnD}

and

(see [3 or 5]).

We also see that in the sufficiently small neighborhood
in Uz , the restricted mapping
F\XUY:XUY

X\JY

V(p x0) of (f

,x )

finitely- c°- /^-determined map-germs
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is considered as an analytically trivial unfolding of the restricted function
g\{XuY)nD:(XöY)nD^(XöY)nD.

Therefore the restricted mapping

is a Thorn mapping with respect to the canonically extended stratifications from

{XnD,S(YnD)}

and {XnD.YnD}.

By (1) and (2) above. We see that for each stratum Z of S(JR(n, 2)C0_K)
there exist a neighborhood Uz of 0 in ZxR" and stratifications S"(ZxRn),
S"(Z x R ) such that the restricted mapping
F\„

:U7-^ZxR2

is a Thorn mapping with respect to the canonically induced stratifications
S"((Z x R") n Uz), S"(Z x R2). Now Theorem 3(2) follows from a local
version of Thorn's second isotopy lemma (see [4 or 11]).

Q.E.D.

6. Thom's example

Let K = R or C and let f,g:

K" -►Kp be C°° (for K = R) or holo-

morphic (K = C) mappings. We say / and g are topologically equivalent if there are homeomorphisms h : K" —►
K" and h' : Kp —►
Kp such that
/=

(h')~l ogoh.

In [11], Thorn considered the following one-parameter real polynomial mapping family P(k):R
-»R , where k is a real parameter, and he proved that
if any two fixed nonzero real numbers kx ,k2 are not equal then P(kx) and
P(k2) are not topologically equivalent.
[ X = [x(X2 + y2 - a2)-2ayz]2[(x

P(k):

v
Y
= x 2,2+ y -a

+ ky)(x2+y2

- a2)-2a(y

- kx)z]2 ,

2

\Z = z,
where (x , y , z), (X ,Y ,Z) are coordinates of the source space and the target
space respectively, a is a nonzero fixed real number and A: is a real parameter.
In this section, we recall quickly Thom's idea of proof, which is used in our

proof of Theorem 3(2).
Thorn's Idea of Proof. Let k0 be a fixed real number. We consider the following
surface H(kQ) and circle C(kQ):

H(kç7)= {(x , y , z) G R : [x(x + y - a ) - 2ayz]
x [(x + k0y)(x2 + y2 - a2) - 2a(y - k0x)z]2 = 0},
C(k0) = {(x,y,0)GR3:x2

+ y2-a2

= 0}.

Then C(kA c H(kA and C(kA c Sing(P(kA).
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We also consider the following two surfaces Hx(k0) and H2(k0) :
Hx(k0) = {(x,y,z)GR3:

x(x2 + y2 - a2) - 2ayz = 0} ,

H2(k0) = {(x,y,z)GR3:(x

+ k0y)(x2 + y2 - a2) - 2a(y - kQx)z = 0}.

We see that these two surfaces Hx(kQ) and H2(kQ) are irreducible components
of Sing(P(kQ)), H(k0) = Hx(k0) U H2(kQ) and Hx(k0) n H2(k0) = C(k0)U
{(0,0, z) G R } (provided that kQ^0). Furthermore we have

P(k0)(Hx (kQ)n{(x,y,z)GR3:lx

= {(0,7,Z)€R3:

+ my = 0})

mY + 2alZ = 0}

and
P(k0)(H2(k0) n{(x,y,z)GR3:lx

+ my = 0})

= {(0, Y , Z) G R3: (m - k0l)Y + 2a(l + k0m)Z = 0}
for any two real numbers /, m such that I2 + m2 ^ 0.
Now if there exist homeomorphisms h, h : R -» R such that P(kQ) =
(h')~ o P(kx) o h for any two fixed nonzero real numbers k0 , kx (k0 ^ kx),
then we have the following:

Lemma2. (1) h(H(kQ)) = H(kx),
(2) h(C(k0)) = C(kx) and
(3) for any germ of a continuous curve q(t) at any point p G C(k0) (resp.
C(kx)) in H(k0) (resp. H(kx)), P(k0) (resp. P(kx)) maps q(t) to a germ
of a continuous curve at (0,0,0) G {(0, Y, Z) G R3} in {(0, Y, Z) G R3} and
this germ of a curve has a tangent line at (0,0,0).
By Lemma 2, if k0 , kx are both nonzero, then the restricted homeomorphism
h\c(ko7- C(^o) —' ^(^i) must nave tne Property that for any two points x,y e
'~*
—i
'
^
_,
C(k0) such that angle Zxy = Tan (k0) angle L h(x)h(y) = Tan (kx). But
this contradicts Van Kampen's theorem in [13].

Remark 1. It is easily seen that if we change the one-parameter real polynomial
mapping family P(k): R3 -» R3 to P(k): R3 -►R3 as follows, then we also
have the property that if k0 ¿ kx (k¡ ¿ 0) then P(k0) and P(kx) are not
topologically equivalent;
f X = [x(x2 + y2- a2) - yz]2[(x + ky)(x2 + y2 - a2) - (y - kx)z]2,

P(k):
Z = z.
1. Proof of Theorem 3(2)
Our proof splits into the following three cases.
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(Case 1)
(Case 2)
(Case 3)
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n = 4, p > 4,
n > 4, n < p,
n > p , p > 4.

Proof in the Case 1. Let Q(k): (R4 ,0) -* (R4 ,0) be a one-parameter polynomial map-germ family defined as follows:
( X = [x(x2 + y2- u2) - yz]2[(x + ky)(x2 + y2 - u2) - (y - kx)z]2,

Q(k): {

Y = x2 + y2-u2,

Z = z,

[U = u2,

where (x, y, z, u), (X ,Y ,Z ,U) are coordinates of the source and the target
spaces respectively and k is a real parameter. Let P'(k) be a one-parameter
polynomial map-germ family defined as follows:

P'(k) : (R4,0) -> (Rp, 0),

P'(k)(x ,y,z,u)

= (Q(k), 0).

For any fixed k0, P'(k0)~x({0}) = {0}. Hence P'(k0) is a C°-A"-finite
polynomial map-germ by Proposition 2(b).
Let H'x(k0), H'2(k0), H'(k0) and C'(k0) be as follows:
H[(k0) = {(x,y,z,u)GR4:
H2(k0) = {(x,y,z,u)GR4:(x

x(x2 + y2 - u) - yz = 0} ,
+ k0y)(x2 + y2 - u) - (y - k0x)z = 0} ,

H'(k0) = H'x(k0)öH'2(k0),
C(kQ) = {(x, y , 0, u) G R4 : x2 + y2 - u = 0}.

Then we see that H[(k0) and H2(k0) are both irreducible components of
Sing(ß(A:0)) and H'x(k0)n H'2(k0) = C'(k0) U {(0,0,z, u) G R4} (provided
that k0^0). We also have
P'(k0)(H'x(k0) n{(x,y,z,u)GR4:lx

+ my = 0})

= {(0, Y, Z, U, 0) G R" : mY + IZ = 0} ,
P'(k0)(H2(k0) n{(x,y,z,u)GR4:lx

+ mu = 0)

= {(0, Y, Z, U,0) G Rp : (m - k0l)Y + (I + k0m)Z = 0} ,
2

2

for any two real numbers /, m such that / +m ¿ 0.
If there are germs of homeomorphisms h : (R4 ,0) —►
(R4 ,0), h' : (Rp , 0) —►
(Rp , 0) such that P'(k0) = (h')~xoP'(kx)oh as germs at 0 for two fixed nonzero
real numbers k0 , kx (k0 ^ kx), then we have the following lemma like Lemma

2 in §6.
Lemma 3. (1) h(H'(k0)) = H'(kx) as germs at 0,
(2) h(C'(k0)) = C'(kx) as germs at 0,
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(3)

h(C'(k0)nP'(korx((0,0,o,u0,0)))
= C'(kx) n P'(kx)"'((0,0,0,

h'4((0,0,0, u0 ,0)),0))

as germs at 0 for any real number u0 close to zero and h'4 is the fourth component function of h' (see Figure 1),
(4) for any germ of a continuous curve q(t) at any point p = (x , y , 0, u) G
C'(k0) (resp. C'(kx)) in H'(kQ) (resp. H'(kx)), P'(kQ) (resp. P'(kx)) maps
q(t) to a germ of a continuous curve at (0,0,0, u , 0) G Rp in {(0, Y, Z, U, 0)
G Rp} and n o P'(k0)(q(t)) (resp. it o P'(kx)(q(t)) ) is a germ of a continuous
curve at (0,0,0) e R in {(0, Y, Z) G R } and this germ of a curve has a
tangent line at (0,0,0), where it : Rp —>R3 is a natural projection

(X,Y,Z,U,Vx,...,Vp_4)^(X,Y,Z).
Our proof of Lemma 3 is analogous to that of Lemma 2 and we omit it.
By this lemma, we have a contradiction to Van Kampen's theorem similar to

Thom's proof. Q.E.D.
ProofIn the Case 2. Let P"(k) be a one-parameter polynomial map-germ family

as follows:

P"(k): (R" ,0) - (Rp , 0),
P"(k)(x

,y,z,u,vx.vn_4)

= (Q(k)(x,y

, z ,u) ,vx , ... , vn_4 ,0),

where (x ,y , z ,u ,vx , ... , vn_4) is a coordinate of the source space and Q(k)

is as before.
For any fixed k0, P"(k0)~x({0}) = {0}.
polynomial map-germ by Proposition 2(b).
Let H"(kQ) and C"(k0) be as follows:
tf"(£o) = {(x,y,z,u,vx,

C°-A-finite

... , vn_4) g R" :

[x(x2 + y2 - u)-yz][(x

C"(k0) = {(x , y ,0,u,vx

Hence P"(k0) isa

....

+ k0y)(x2 + y2 - u)-(y

,vn_4) gR":

x +y

-u

- k0x)z] = 0} ,

=0}.

If there are germs of homeomorphism h : (Rn, 0) —>(R" , 0) and h' : (Rp , 0)
-» (R" ,0) such that P"(kQ) = (h')~x o P"(kx) oh as germs at 0 for any fixed
real numbers k0 ,kx (kQ ^ k{), then we have the following lemma, which is
analogous to Lemma 3.

Lemma 4. (1) h(H"(kQ)) = H"(kx) as germs at 0,
(2) h(C"(k0)) = C"(kx) as germs at 0,

(3)
h(C"(k0)nP"(k0)~x((0,0,0,u°

,v°x, ... ,v°_4,0)))

= C"(kx)nP"(kxyx(h'((0,0,0,u°

,v°x, ... ,v°n_4,0)))
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U-axis

U-axis

Figure 1
as germs at 0 for any real numbers u (>0),vx,...,
vn4 sufficiently close
to zero.
(4) for any germ of a continuous curve q(t) at any point p = (x, y , 0, u, vx ,
••• ,vn_4)GC"(k0) (resp. C"(kx))in H"(k0) (resp. H"(kx)), P"(k0) (resp.
P"(kx))
maps q(t) to a germ of a continuous curve at (0,0,0,
u ,vx.vn_4,0)
G Rp in {(0,Y,Z,U,Vx
, ... ,Vn_4,0) G Rp} and no
P" (k0)(q(t)) (resp. noP"(kx)(q(t)) ) is a germ of a continuous curve at (0,0,0)
3
3
€ R in {(0, Y, Z) g R } and this germ of curve has a tangent line at (0,0,0),
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where í:Rp-»R

is a natural projection

(X,Y,Z,U,VX.Vp_4)^(X,Y,Z).
Our proof of Lemma 4 is almost the same as the proof of Lemma 3 and we
omit it. Lemma 4 yields a contradiction to Van Kampen's theorem. Q.E.D.
Proof in the Case 3. Let Q(k) be a one-parameter polynomial map-germ family
as follows:

ß(Ä:):(R"-p+\0)->(R4,0),
( X = [x(x2 + y2-u2-v2-v2n.)

- yz]2

x [(x + ky)(x2 + y2-u2-v2-v2_n)
1

Q(k):

Y = x2 + y2-u2-v2-

n—p>

-(y-

kx)z]2

-v2un-p>

Z = z,
( U = u2 + v2 + --- + v2n_p

where (x , y , z , u , vx , ... , vn_ ), (X ,Y ,Z ,U) are coordinates of the source
and the target spaces respectively and k is a parameter.
Let P'"(k) be a one-parameter polynomial map-germ as follows:

P'"(k): (R" ,0) -» (Rp ,0),
P'"(k)(x

,y,z,u,vx,

... , vn_p ,wx, ... , wp_4)

= (Q(k)(x ,y,z,u,vx,

... , vn_p) ,wx.wp_4).

For any fixed k0, P"'(k0)~x({0}) = {0} . Hence P"(k0) is C°- Affinité.
Let H'"(k0) and C'"(k0) be as follows:
H'"(k0) = {(x,y,z,u,vx.vn_p
r

I
[x(x

2 ,

+y

2

-u

,wx.wp_4)
2

2
-vx-vn_p)

2

.

g R" :

- yz],

x i(x + k0y)(x2 + y2 - u - v2-v2n_p)

C"'(k0) = {(x,y,0,u,vx,

... ,vn_p,wx.wp_4)
2,222

x +y

- (y - k0x)z] = 0} ,

G Rn :

-u

-vx-vn_p

2

m

= 0).

If there are germs of homeomorphisms h : (Rn , 0) —►
(R" , 0) and h' : (Rp , 0)
— (Rp ,0) such that P'"(k0) = (h')~x o P'"(kx) o h as germs at 0 for any two
fixed nonzero real numbers k0,kx, (k0 ^ kx), then we have the following
lemma, which is analogous to Lemma 3 and Lemma 4; hence no proof is given.

Lemma 5. (1) h(H'"(k0)) = H1"(kx) as germs at 0,

(2) h(C'"(k0)) = C'"(kx) as germs at 0,
(3) for any real numbers u° (> 0), w® , ... , wn_p sufficiently close to zero,

h(C"'(k0)nP"'(k0)-X((0,0,0,u°,w0x.w°p_4)))

= C"'(kx)nP"'(kx)-X(h'(0,0,0,u°,w0x.w°p_4))
as germs at 0,
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(4) for any germ of a continuous curve q(t) at any point p = (x, y , 0, u,
vx, ... ,vn_p,wx.wp_4)
G C'"(k0) (resp. C'"(kx)) in H'"(k0) (resp.
H'"(kx)), P'"(kQ) (resp. P'"(kx)) maps q(t) to a germ of a continuous curve at
(0,0,0,w2 + I>2,u;,.wp_4)GRp
in {(0, Y ,Z , U, Wx, ... , Wp_4)} c
Rp and n o P1" (k0)(q(t)) (resp. n o P'"(kx)(q(t)) is a germ of a continuous
curve at (0,0,0) G R3 in {(0, Y, Z) g R3} and this germ of a curve has a
tangent line at (0,0,0), where n : Rp —>R is a natural projection

(X,Y,Z,U,WX.Wp_4)*(X,Y,Z).
As C"'(ko)nP"'(ko)~x(0,0,0,u°,w°x,

... ,w°p_4) is a space VwV x v^

Sn~p if u° > 0, the restriction of the homeomorphism

h to vu°S

maps it to Vü°Sx x v/oïï5""p , where u° = h'4(0,0.0, ti°. t»f....
Definition 2. In the space y/cSx x y/cS"~p

xVu°Sn~p

.w°p_4).

= {(x,y ,u,vx , ... ,vn_p)

e

R"~p+3\x2 + y2 = u + 2>2 = conste} the spaces
{(x ,y ,u,vx , ... ,vn_p) G R"~p+ \x = const, v = const}

and
{(x,y,u,vx.vn_p)

g R"~p+3|m ,vx, ... , vn_p : const}

are called longitude spheres, meridian circles respectively.
To conclude our proof in Case 3, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 6. In each

c"'(k0)nP"'(k0)-x((0,0,0,u0,w°x,...

,w°p_4))

= Ju~°Sx
x \fu~°S"-p
for u , (> 0) close to zero, each longitude sphere is mapped to a longitude sphere
in

C"'(kx)nP"'(kx)-x(h'((0,0,0,u°,w0x.w°p_4))
= yuS

x\u

S

by the restriction of the homeomorphism h of the source space.

Proof of Lemma 6. We take any germ of a continuous curve q(t) at (0,0,0,
u° ,w°x, ... , w°p_4) in {(0,Y ,Z,u° ,w°x, ... , w°p_4) G Rp} which has a tangent line at (0,0,0,

u°, w°x.w°p_4).

Then P'"(kQ)~x(q(t)) is homeomor-

phic to S"~p x I with a certain longitude sphere in H'"(k0) as its center,
where / is an open interval. If the inverse image of this longitude sphere by
the homeomorphism h of the source space is not a longitude sphere, then
P'"(kx)(h-X(P'"(k0)-X(q(t))))
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is not a germ of continuous curve at h'(0,0,0,
contradiction

to the commutativity

morphisms h , h'.

u° , w", ... , w°_4). This is a

P'"(k0) = (h')~x o P'"(kx) o h with homeo-

Q.E.D.

meridian

circle

Figure 2
By Lemma 6, we have the following:

Lemma 7. For any
C"'(k0)nP"'(k0)-x((0,O,0,uO,wox,...

,w°p_4))

= \/u~0SX x \[^Sn-p

for any positive number u close to zero, the image of any meridian circle by the
restriction of homeomorphism h is isotopic to any meridian circle in

C"'(kx)nP'"(kx)-x(h'(0,0,0,u°,w0x.w°p_4))
by an isotopy with (x , y)-coordinates preserving.
Now Lemma 5 and Lemma 7 yield a contradiction to Van Kampen's theorem
as same as we see in Cases 1 and 2. Q.E.D.
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